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1 INTRODUCTION
Quantum correlations and dramatic changes in the
behavior of a quantum collective system depending on
the strength of interactions among the constituents of
the many body system show great parallelism [1].
Quantum phase transitions are associated with singu
larities in the ground state energy of manybody sys
tems which occur at certain values of interaction
parameters. Such singularities at critical points are
usually accompanied by changes in the nature of
quantum correlations. Particular emphasis was given
to characterize quantum entanglement properties of
quantum collective systems during quantum phase
transitions. For that aim, generic models including
spin, fermion and boson systems are discussed (for a
recent review see Ref. [2] and references therein).
Most of the specific models that has been studied
for quantum entanglement and quantum phase transi
tions are on interacting spin systems, such as Lipkin–
Meshov–Glick Model [3, 4] or onedimensional spin
lattices [5–7]. Apart from such spin chain studies, a
notable system that has been investigated is the so
called Dicke model of singlemode superradiance [8].
Explorations of the entanglement properties of the
Dicke model are so far restricted to thermal equilib
rium and ground state entanglement between atoms
and the radiation field [9]. In addition to that thermal
equilibrium situation, superradiance can also be con
sidered as a timedependent effect in which superradi
ant pulses with maximum intensity proportional to the
square of the number of atoms in the radiating sample
are emitted.
A recent experimental system in which superradi
ant pulses are generated is the Bose–Einstein conden
sate [10]. Quantum entanglement between condesate
1 The article is published in the original.
atoms and superradiant pulse photons was proposed
[11].
In this paper, we shall discuss dynamics of atom
atom entanglement in a superradiant Bose–Einstein
condensate.
ENTANGLEMENT AND QUANTUM PHASE 
TRANSITIONS IN THE DICKE MODEL
In this section we present a quick review of quan
tum entanglement in the Dicke model in order to dis
cuss the differences from superradiant Bose–Einstein
condensate model. Dicke model is described by the
model Hamiltonian
(1)
where single mode radiation field is described by
boson operators a while the atomic subsystem is
described by collective pseudospin operators. As
N  ∞, in the thermodynamic limit, at g = 
the system undergoes a quantum phase transition to a
superradiant phase from a normal phase. Superradiant
phase is characterized by macroscopic number of
excitations both in the field and in the atomic system
while in the normal phase the excitations are low due
to weak coupling. This spinboson model can be trans
formed to a twomode bosonic model in a quadratic
form using the Holstein–Primakoff transformation
[12] to replace spin operators with bosonic ones b, b†
so that the atomfield interaction Haf can be given of
the form,
(2)
From normal to superradiant phase the transition
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sition associated with the breaking of the global parity
symmetry [13].
Characterization of entanglement with the entan
glement entropy reveals that atomfield entanglement
follows the critical behavior of quantum phase transi
tion [9]. Effect of dissipation on the entanglement and
quantum phase transitions is also discussed recently
for some bosonic bath models [14].
Let us note that in the rotating wave approximation
one would have Haf  ≈ (a†b + h.c.). Such a case has
been considered in the first rigorous discussion of
quantum phase transition in the Dicke model [15],
which happens at g = . Counterrotating terms
has significant effects however on quantum chaos [13].
SUPERRADIANT BOSE–EINSTEIN 
CONDENSATE MODEL
We shall now develop the Bose–Einstein superra
diance model and show that under certain conditions
it can be reduced to quadratic forms similar to Dicke
Model with or without the rotating wave approxima
tion that would accept analytical solutions.
We start with the same model used for the theory of
superradiant scattering of laser light from Bose–Ein
stein condensate in Ref. [16]. A cigar shaped conden
sate, of length L and width W, axially symmetric about
the z axis is considered. The incoming laser light with
frequency ω0 is propagating along the y axis, and its
polarization is chosen along the x axis. The incoming
laser frequency ω0 is detuned from twolevel atomic
transition frequency ωa by Δ = ω0 – ωa. Assuming far
off resonant laser light, adiabatic elimination of the
excited state atomic field yields an effective Hamilto
nian [16]
(3)
where k0 = (ω0/c) , (r) is the ground state atomic
field operator, and (k) ( (k)) is the annihilation
(creation) operator for a scattered photon with wave
vector k in the frame rotating at ω0, and as such has
frequency ω(k) = c |k | – ω0. Collisions between the
ground state atoms, and the multiple scattering events
between the scattered (vacuum) modes are neglected
[16]. The coupling coefficient for the dominant pro
cess of incoming field and vacuum mode scattering is
given by [16]
(4)
where d is the magnitude of atomic dipole moment for
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A quasimode (also called as atomic momentum
sidemode) expansion of the atomic field operator is
introduced in the form [16]
(5)
where 〈q|r〉 = φ0(r)eiq · r and [ , ] =  ≅ δq, q' .
φ0(r) and μ are the ground state and ground state
energy of H0, respectively. ωq = |q |2/2m is the sidem
ode energy due to recoil.
Substituting the expansion (5) into Eq. (3) reduces
the effective Hamiltonian to the form
(6)
in a frame rotating at frequency μ. Here ρq, q' (k) =
. For L  W small angle
Rayleigh scattering can be neglected. When the angu
lar distribution about endfire modes (ke = ) is
sharply peaked Fresnel number becomes close to 1
[16]. Then, we consider the operator for the endfire
modes only. Furthermore, we only consider the con
tribution form the four sidemodes in the weak long
incoming laser regime. The interaction Hamiltonian
becomes
(7)
where N =  = 1. Following short hand
notations are used:
(8)
This atomfield interaction is rather different from
the usual Dicke model. It contains fourmode interac
tions and it is not a quadratic form.
DYNAMICAL EVOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM
In order to examine entanglement properties of
superradiant condensate model, we aim to reduce it
into a quadratic form. For that purpose, we consider
some dynamical regimes separately.
Initial Times of Evolution of the System
(1) When we are interested in the shorttime
dynamics, we may consider the condensate atoms with
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zero momentum  approximately constant. Then,
we change the operator  with the constant value β =
 = .
(2) Furthermore, the number of laser photons is
large compared to number of condensate atoms (N0 =
2 × 108  N = 4 × 106), the depletion in the pump pho
tons is neglected, such that a0 is replaced by α0 =
 = .
(3) For the initial times the occupancy of  state
is negligible, because  states are not effectively
occupied to give second order scattering. The terms
containing  are neglected.
Then we are left with the Hamiltonian
(9)
This Hamiltonian is exactly solvable and solutions are
in the form of twomode vacuum squeezed
states.Transformations b1 = , b2 =
 and b3 = , b4 =
 decouple the Hamiltonian into the
form H =  –  +  –
, composed of four decoupled terms,
where χ1 = . The solution to H = η(a2 +
a†2) is vacuum squeezed state. Sidemode and endfire
mode operators are obtained as
(10)
(11)
Late Times of Evolution of the System
(1) The scattering of second sidemodes is signifi
cant, when  occupied close about N/2. This time,
then, occupancy of  is negligible. We neglect the
first two terms in (7).
(2) We assume that  reached the steady state,
that occupation of  does not change much. We
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(3) Depletion in the laser photons can be
neglected, again: a0  α0 = .





(t0) operators, which are time evolved up to t =
t0, under the act of the first Hamiltonian (9).
Hamiltonian simplifies to
(12)
After second sidemodes are significant, time evolu
tion of the operators are dealt by Hamiltonian (12).
Then, we turn off the Hamiltonian (9) after t > t0 and
turn on the Hamiltonian (12). The initial state of the
second Hamiltonian are given by the solutions of the
first Hamiltonian at t = t0.





(t0) and c±(t0) are given by equations (10), (11)
and χ2 = .
CONTINUOUS VARIABLE ENTANGLEMENT 
CRITERIA
We shall use continuous variable entanglement
measure which is defined [17, 18] for two continuous
variable operators  and  such that they are disen
tangled (separable) if the EPRlike operators
(15)
satisfies the inequality relation
(16)
with real s. Without additional separability require
ment,  –  satisfies
(17)
If criterion (16) is violated, however,  and 
states are inseparable that they are entangled.
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and check if λ gets negative, so that separability condi
tion (16) is violated. λ is calculated to be if
(19)
where c+ and c– are the annihilation operators and
related to  and  as  = (c
±
 +  and
= (c
±
 – )/ . |s | is given by
(20)
However, equation (19) is valid when  = 0 and
 = 0 or  =  = 0 [19]. We need to gener
alize it to make it applicable for our condensate super
radiance case in which nonzero values of , 
could occur by
(21)
Expectation values are  =  +  and
 =  –  where α1, 2 =
Re{ }β1, 2 = Im{ }. Then, entanglement
criteria can be written as
(22)
In this generalization c parameter is redefined to be
(23)
and the sign of s is determined by  =
 – α1α2 + β1β2). In our further dis
cussions we shall have the symmetry 〈c+〉 = 〈c–〉 so that
have s2 = 1, which means that minimum value of
parameter is λ = –2 for our case.
ATOM–ATOM ENTANGLEMENT
We are now ready to investigate the entanglement
between the sidemode atoms, |c+〉 and |c–〉. The solu
tions are already given in equations (10), (11) for ear
lier times and (13), (14) for later times.
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where C1 ≡ , S1 ≡  and C2 ≡
cos(χ2(t – t0)), S2 ≡ sin(χ2(t – t0)).
The entanglement parameter, between the side
modes now reads out to be
(26)
Then, we can express the behavior of the entangle
ment parameter more explicitly as follows
(27)
In order to obtain entanglement we need to choose
cos(θ + φ)  1 as  ~ N, λ(t) ~ 2N at t = t0.
However, λss decreases continuously down to –2.
Since negative value of λ implies the inseparability
[18], the existence of entanglement is found. Although
–2 seems small compared to the initial value of
λ ~ 2N, it is quite high when compared in the inequal
ity (16). λ = –2 is the lowest value, due to (17), one
would get for entanglement criteria parameter (since
s = 1).
CONCLUSIONS
Quantum correlations in superradiant Bose–Ein
stein condensate atoms are discussed. A four mode
boson model is developed to describe superradiant
condensate. This model can be reduced to quadratic
models similar to those considered for Dicke model
superradiance in thermal equilibrium. Such reduc
tions are argued to occur in the condensate dynami
cally. It is shown that atoms in the superradiant atomic
condensate can exhibit Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen
(EPR)type quantum correlations during the evolu
tion of the superradiant system and become continu
ous variable entangled.
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